
Chapter 28 - Spiritual Warfare 

Christianity is full of paradoxes: God is both one being, substance, essence, or 

nature and three Persons; Christ is both fully human and fully divine; we are both 

free and predestined; God is both perfectly just and perfectly merciful; the 

Christian life is both active and receptive—and it is also both peaceful and 

warlike. 

De Caussade writes; “O Lord, may you rule my heart . . . and let it triumph over all 

its enemies” (p. 50). 

We have enemies. The word is used hundreds of times in Scripture, especially in 

the Psalms, Scripture’s prayer book for everyone. For life is spiritual warfare for 

everyone. There can be no spiritual pacifists. The Devil and his evil spirits really 

exist and hate us and want to destroy our souls. If that is not true, then Jesus, the 

Church, the Bible, and all the saints are deluded, obsessed, and insane, because 

they not only believe that, they live it. 

Life is war. It is also true that life is peace and joy and love. The paradox cannot be 

resolved by dividing life into two compartments, the loving and the warring, 

because love itself is war. Love wars. Love fights. Love even hates its enemies, 

which are not flesh and blood but the enemies and perversions of love, especially 

greed and lust and pride, and refusals to love, especially indifference and sloth 

and selfishness. Love no more can tolerate these enemies than light can tolerate 

darkness. Whenever the two meet, there is war, and one of them destroys the 

other. 

As de Caussade says, it is our very heart, the very center of our souls, our very 

identities, that have enemies. That is why we must let God rule our hearts: not 

only because that is true and right and just and sane and in conformity with 

reality (that too, of course, and that first of all) but also because that is the only 

possible way our hearts can ever triumph over all the little spies that are the 

poisonous seeds that Satan has planted in the good earth of our hearts. Those 

little spies are called sins. 

Love and hate, and peace and war, are not only compatible but necessitate each 

other when they each have their proper objects. For the more we love God and 

His children, including ourselves, the more we hate the sins that are destroying 



their happiness and their hope. Love and hate are incompatible only when the 

objects of love or hate are misidentified as real concrete beings: you can’t both 

love and hate God or His children, and you can’t both love and hate the sins that 

war against them. Insofar as we do, we have divided hearts. But at the center of 

this center (the heart), we must identify with one or the other, darkness or light, 

sin or sanctity. 

Just as the peace of God is not the illusory peace that the world gives, so the 

spiritual war that is part of holiness is not the confused war that the world wages. 

The peace of God is not peace with greed, lust, and pride, not peace with the 

world, the flesh, and the devil, but it is peace with neighbor, self, and God. And 

the war of God is not war with neighbor, self, or God but war with greed, lust, and 

pride, with the world, the flesh, and the devil. 

The two wars are at war with each other, and so are the two peaces. 


